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ny number 01 works have sought to explore
“how terrorism ends.” The challenge, though,
is that terrorism comes in two varieties: that
used instrumentally by insurgents, and that
used as an end unto itself by stand-alone ter
rorists. Insurgents build a new world to chal
lenge the existing world; terrorists build noth
ing save whatever is necessary to make violence against
the innocent their political Ends-Ways-Means.
H
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If insurgency may be com
pared to an iceberg floating
in the popular sea but al
ways dynamic in its effort
to expand, terrorism is a
cork buoyed by a support
structure. It floats upon the
“sea.” Termination of overt

conflict, then, when it comes, will
likely result in very different endstates. Put simply, terrorists are
few but insurgents, assuming they
have constructed a viable insur
gency, are many. This results in a
situation fraught with opportunity
for backsliding and double-dealing

at both tactical and strategic levels.
It is just this that makes the Nepal
case worth examining.

was buffeted by an overt effort
by a radical, left-wing group, the
Communist Parly of Nepal (Mao
ist) or CPN(M) known simply as
“the Maoists” to overthrow the
existing government and remake
society according to the Party’s
understanding of the works of Mao
—

Selling the Scene
For more than a decade, February
1996 to November 2006, Nepal

Tse-tung. Thereafter, the Maoists
waged a covert struggle to achieve
the same end, power.
Though they ostensibly reinte
grated into normal politics as a con
sequence of a ceasefire agreement
inApril 2006 and a comprehensive
peace accord that went into effect
in November 2006 (With numerous
follow-on agreements also signed).
they continued to state that they
were involved in an armed revolu
tionaiy struggle strategically and
were only proceeding by a differ
ent path tactically (i.e., “political
struggle”), while maintaining the
option of “returning to the jungle”
(by which they meant resuming
guerrilla warfare).

Commit, or Support Terrorism.”
Among the victims of the Maoists
were Nepalis employed in U.S.
Embassy security.

in the Cold War era and immedi
ate period thereafter, especially
Shining Path. Consequently, the
Maoist effort was propelled by the
use of violence to eliminate, first,
individual or group resistance of
those active in local politics and
civil society, second, government
presence so that the population in
Maoist-controlled areas could be
organized as a rival to the state in
a contest for political power.

Throughout the prosecution of
their “people’s ‘var,” the Maoists
used a mix of violent and nonvio
lent actions (e.g.. terrorism mixed
with propaganda); of military
and political actions; of local and
international actions: and of direct
mobilization into their political
organization in coordination with All those who resisted at the
lo
more subtle co-optatinn of civil cal level were neutral
ized. po
society by front organizations. Po lice response was ambus
hed by
litical mobilization by democratic the guerrillas, local police
sta
government was (and remains) tions eliminated, and entire
areas
I tile greatest threat to the violent
stripped of government presence
effort of insurgents to seize power,
to include the government build
because democratic empowerment ings in many cases. Ultima
tely,
and its accompanying civil society even regular army units found
(particularly social welfare and jus themselves attacked, and isolate
d
tice organizations) are the premier units ;vere always in danger of
be
challengers in efforts to mobilize ing ovenvhelmed. This “strate
gic
the populace.
offensive” (i,e., military) phase of
the war was initiated by the Maoists
To advance their own control of in November 2001 with an assault
areas and population, the Nepali upon the koyal Nepal Army
(RNA,
Maoists made their primary task now Nepal Army or NA)
canton
tile neutralization of all opposing ment in Dang city.
political activity, especially at the
local level. They did this using Government forces were
caught
violence, relying heavily upon in a conundrum: only
dispersed
attacks which legally and analyti deployment of small units
could
cally we would label “terrorism.” generate the presen
ce required
To fund their effort, the Maoists to secure and protect the
popula
relied upon criminality, primarily tion, yet such a posture
increased
extortion and kidnapping, directed the dangers of annihi
lation as the
almost universally at “class” and Maoists could mass large units
of
“political” enemies. Yet for pur multiple battalion strengt
h (ap
poses of recruiting, the Maoists proximately 600 individ
uals per
sought “conversion testimonials” battalion). Even distric
t capitals
from those among their foes who were at risk. In such circum
stances,
could be compelled to “see the the level of brutality
and bloodshed
light” and join “the revolution.” increased almost expone
ntially,
What incensed them was those because no protection
could be
who, approached several times and afforded to any of the
population
warned (invariably, in the end, with save partially in
district capitals
violence), refused to grant the party and major cities.
legitimacy and obedience.
—

This “political struggle,” however,
incorporated terrorism, which was
used on a regular and recurring
basis. In fact, it was a debate over
just what form such continuing
violence should take tactically in
the ongoing strategic strugole for
“people’s revolution” that caused
tile Maoists to split in June 2012
into two major parties. The most
radical faction took with it those
Maoists who remained committed
to armed struggle; and they have
continued in much the same vein
as discussed below. Ironically,
even as this article went to press,
yet a further split occurred in late
November-early December 2014,
when an ultra-radical faction de
cided the radicals were not moving
aggressively to make good on their
violent promises.

Period of Overt War
While the Nepali state, in its par
liamentary, market economy Lbrm,
was identified throughout this
1996-2006 overt struggle as the
immediate enemy, the Maoists
regularly claimed that Indian im
perialism was the most pressing
threat to the Nepali nation and that
the United States and capitalism
were the ultimate enemies of man
kind. The Maoists were placed on
the State Department’s Terrorist
Exclusion List (TEL), which enu
merates terrorist organizations for
immigration purposes, and were
one of the groups designated in
Executive Order 13224, “Rlocking
and Prohibiting Transactions With
Persons Who Commit, Threaten to

The strategic vision implemented
initially by the Nepali Maoists (for
perhaps five to eight years after
1996) was modeled upon that of
Shining Path (Sendero Luminoso)
in Peru specifically and other Mao
ist groups (such as those in the
Philippines and India) generally.
Thereafter, the Maoists acted on
their own initiative. It is significant
that the models that shaped their
approach were among the more
ruthless and “bloody” to appear

In January 2003, the Maoists
offered the ceasefire in order to
conduct peace negotiations with
the government. Their approach
followed the most startling evi
dence up to that point of Maoist
penetration of urban areas: on
26 January 2003, a Maoist urban
partisan group in Kathmandu. the
nation’s capital, ambushed and
killed the commanding officer of
Nepal’s paramilitary .4n,ed Police
Force (APF). Inspector General
Krishna Mohan Shrestha. At the

..the Maoists
could mass
large units
of multiple
battalion
strength
(approximately
600 individuals
per hattahon).
Even district
capitals were
at risk. In such
circumstances,
the level of
brutality and
bloodshed
increased
almost
exponentially....

time, APF was playing a leading role in
the effort against the
insurgents. Shrestha
was the highest rank
ing officer to die in
the entire conflici,
and the Maoists used the shock of
his death as their stepping stone to
the ceasefire.
—

The negotiations, though, were but
cover fbr regroupment, resupply,
and repositioning of combatants. On
27 August 2003, the Maoists ended
the ceaseuire. Simultaneously with
their proclamation, they attacked
a number of government positions
using forces they had moved du
plicitously during the talks. Further,
their urban partisans began an accel
erating campaign oftargeted killing
against important counterinsurgent
figures stationed in Kathmandu.
Incapable of protecting even a top
counterinsurgency general, it goes
without saying that in police eyes,
even had they been completely
motivated, protecting the general
populace became a distant priority.
In the sequence at hand, the accel
erating Maoist effort was supported
by the mobilization of a counterstate within the very boundaries of
the legal Nepali state, Ultiinawly,
some 70-80% of the population,
located primarily in the rural areas
outside the 75 district capitals and
the several major urban centers,
was controlled by the Maoists.
This control, in turn, was built upon
terrorism, which was used in a ruth
less campaign of intimidation and
assassination.
Flight oftargeted individuals espe
cially from rural areas to the urban
centers (with Katltmandu the most
common haven) did not result in
safety. Numerous cases testi’ to an
almost pathological obsession of the
Maoists in following their victims
wherever they were in the small
country that is Nepal and, if the
victims had fled abroad, in harassing
their relatives. demanding that the
victims retum (“to face the music”
might be the appropriate refèrence).
Even officials as discussed above
were afforded relatively minimal
(and often ineffectual) protection.
Ordinary’ people simply could not
escape ifihey remained in Nepal, as
was quickly realized and exploited
by the Maoists.
—

—

—

—
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Children were
a particular
target, with
widespread
recruitment
and
impressment
occurring
myriad times.
A demand
for one
“member” of
each family,
normally a
young son or
daughter, to
enter Maoist
service was
normal in all
areas where
the Maoists
were able
to establish
dominance.

While the improvised nature of
bodyguard procedures meant that
some of Nepal’s key military and
police counterinsurgency officials
were eliminated in well-planned
and executed assassinations, nor
mal people were truly on their own.
As individuals sought safety. they
streamed to the urban centers and
abroad. Though not measured offi
cially, large numbers of individuals
fled to India. with which Nepal has
an open border. India. though, often
proved a poor choice for sartctuary,
because it had a powerful, grow
ing Maoist insurgency which
presently affects 182 districts (of
a national 640 total) in 20 states.
—

What ensured that the conflict
in Nepal would become savage
stemmed from the complex human
geography of the country, wherein
more than a hundred ethnic and
caste groups sought to survive
in a society which economically
was one of the poorest on earth
and socially was dominated by the
realities of the Hindu caste system
(i.e., stratification is the norm),
Given the resulting inefficiency and
corruption of Nepali polities, the
Maoists were able to aggressively
exploit the issues of community.
caste, and class: and thus sought to
enflame every group against others.
Children were a particular target,
with widespread recruitment and
impressment occurring myriad
times. A demand for one “member’
of each family, normally a young
son or daughter, to enter Maoist ser
vice was normal in all areas where
the Maoists were able to establish
dominance, The Maoist movement
overall thus was characterized by
older, radicalized adults leading
younger manpower mobilized by
a variety of local concerns but
inspired by a warped construction
of ‘the other” and a promise of
material gain as the ultimate reward
for their efforts, The Party surfed
the resulting wave of violence and
destruction.
It was this ugly underside, driven
by the zero-sum game which is
the Nepali psyche (a consequence
of scarcity as a way of life), that
caused the U.S. Embassy to warn
regularly of a Khmer Rouge mindset upon the part of the insurgents
referring to the tragedy which
engulfed Cambodia when radical

—
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Maoists took over there in 1975
and ultimately killed an estimated
one-fourth to one-third of the en
tire population. The reality of the
Nepali Maoists’ purported “new
society,” in other words, was any
thing but utopia.
Making the sitoation worse was
that the dynamic of the insurgency
unleashed countless free-lance
actors who engaged in criminal
activity even as they pursued their
tasks as Maoists. This introduced a
hopeless situation for victims. On
the one hand, the Maoists were con
ducting an orchestrated campainn
of terror; on the other hand, much of
the execution was decentralized to
local organs over whom the central
insurgent authorities did not even
try to exercise authority. Family
members were watched, as well as
often threatened and subjected to
violence, as a way to put pressure
on the targeted victim.
Throughout the events discussed
above.Nepal’s response ‘vas clum
sy and often chaotic. Though the
military (NA) improved, the front
line of defense was necessarily the
police. Under peacetime circuitstances, the quality of the police
was uneven: during the period of
overt conflict, the situation grew
much worse. The caving in of the
police force upon itself, as it was
savaged and forced back to the
district capitals and urban centers,
often eliminated those pockets of
professionalism that existed and
left citizens with nowhere to turn.
Further, transitioning the police to
a counterinsurgency posture proved
problematic, sincc they had in the
pre-war years been mainly a “pres
ence” force with minimal training
in either Western-style policing or
the direct action associated with
SWAT teams. Corruption was a ma
jor problem, and intra-force rivalry
and disagreements caused promis
ing efforts at enhancing intelligence
capabilities to be still-born. Taken
together, it does not surprise that the
police were often ineffective and
preoccupied overwhelmingly with
survival, which again thrust the
victim back on higher own devices.
At the time of the April 2006
ceasefire noted above, statistics
were shocking. In addition to
nearly 17.000 deaths in the con-

flict, the numbers
maimed, kidnapped,
and displaced ran to
an order of magni
tude higher, in terms
of the structure of the
state, one-third of the
3,913 county (VDC) offices had
been physically destroyed within
one year after the November 2001
attack on the army, which the Mao
ists saw as initiating their final push
for victory. A number of the 75
district offices had likewise been
attacked. Various efforts at necotia
tion had come to naught, and even
signed agreements had little effect
upon Maoist behavior
indeed, even prior to the declaration
of the 2006 ceasefire, a “12-Point
Agreement” between the Maoists
and its seven legal (but alienated
from the government) party part
ners committed all “to carry out
the political activities without any
hindrance.” A more comprehensive
and explicit Code of Conduct” fol
lowed the next month and commit
ted the signatories “not to make any
hindrance and give any mental and
physical pressure from either side
to the workers of political parties
and members of social organiza
tions or individuals to disseminate
their opinion, to conduct meetings
and assembles, to conduct the act

Not surprisingly,
given their
destruction of rivals
in the 70-80% 01
the population they
continued to terrorize
and thus dominate,
the Maoists emerged
as the largest
parliamentary party.
of extending organizations through
movemeni around any part of the
country.” None of these provisions
were observed.

Period of Coven War
(“Peace”)
Despite overt commitment to
peaceful politics, the Maoists con
tinued such actions.
The insurgents entered
into the April 2006
ceasefire talks, because
a shift to subversion un
der the cover of “peace”
was the least costly,
most logical way to
complete the neutral
ization of government
power and to push the
revolutionary struggle
through to completion.
The state in effect had
sued for peace, and the
Maoists adroitly moved
to exploit the open
ing. When a formal
cessation of hostilities
commenced in Novem
ber 2006, the Nepalese
military was confined
to its barracks, sup
posedly along with the
Maoist “army,” which
was sent to “regroup
ment camps.”

28

In reality, a large portion of the
Maoist forces in the camps were
poorly trained local militia (and
new recruits). Key combatants
moved into an alleged “youth orga
nization” the Young Communist
League (YCL) which expanded
dramatically and functioned as
the storm troopers for the Maoist
political arm.
—

—

This process was repeated through
out the country. The activities
of YCL, as well as student and
other front organizations, allowed
the Maoists to continue their
campaign of terrorism within the
very structure and prolections of
democracy, often with the support
of misguided international actors
(both state and non-state). In April
2007, the Maoists became part
of the government in Nepal. By
August 2008 they headed it.
Considerable irony was at work.
On the one hand, surface develop
ments could be seen as a steady
process, whereby a “better tomor
row” appeared to loom compared
to the ugly realities of the day. On
the other hand, each step towards
“peace,” whether a ceasefire or a
signed agreement to move towards
conflict resolution, invariably re
sulted in dashed hopes.
Nothing illustrated this more than
the years which rolled by following
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the formal declaration of “peace” in
November 2006. To gain power,
the Maoists had entered into an
arrangement with anti-government
but legal political parties, which
ultimately placed Maoist represen
tatives in the legislature (still carfling their weapons) and Maoists
in control of various government
agencies. Part of the powersharing agreement stated that elec
tions would be held for a combined
“constituent” (i.e., constitutional)
assembly and parliament. Twice
(in June 2007 and November 2007),
they were postponed, both times
due to Maoist subversion and a
Maoist need (as they perceived the
situation) to continue eliminating
local resistance prior to participat
ing in any “open” vote. A final
attempt to hold a vote, April 2008,
was successful.
—

Not surprisingly given their destmc
don of rivals in the 70-80% of the
populadon they continued to terror
ize and thus dominate, the Maoists
emerged as the largest parliamentary
party. They had less than 40% of the
seats (with a lower percentage of the
actual popular vote), though, and so
were unable to form a govemment
untilAugust 2008, when they brought
Marxist-but-non-Maoist politicians
into a coalition.
Significantly, the Maoist majority,
though gained in a “rough” but mar
ginally legal manner in urban centers,
was gained in rural areas (where most
of the population lives) by systemati
cally excluding, through mcnace and
violence, rival panics. The process
included kidnapping, illegal detention,
and torture, as well as extensive other
forms of covert violence.
This happened to all rival political
party activists who attempted to
crack the physical cordon the Mao
ists put in place around their captive
vote-bank, as well as to various civil
society actors who challenged (simply
by their social welfare actions) the
Maoist monopoly of power. in pre
viously government-held areas, such
as Kathmandu, the Maoists not only
brutalized opposing political activists
but continued to seek the complete
neutralization ofold foes (to theirway
of thinking).
With their assumption of actual
power in August 2008, and with the
army still confined to barracks, the

Maoists could use the state itselfas the cover fortheir
continued tenor, which was aimed at decimating the
opposition to the extent no further resistance would
be possible. Far from moderating their behavior
when faced with the task of actually ruling, the
Maoists continued in much the same vein as they
always had. Shakti Khor camp, for example, south
of Kathmandu and the major Maoist regroupment
center, became a nerve center for criminality and
death squad activity. Best evidence suggests,
however, that it was but a “first among equals” in
such a profile.
Central to Maoist activity was the generation,
through illegal activity, of resources necessary for
maintenance of their political party. Such actions
reached substantial proportions and were always
accompanied by actual or threat of violence. On the
surface, democratic noons were observed at least
10 a point while beneath the surface, intimidation
and altacks were routine. Myriad incidents that
occurred during this period, Ausrust 2008 to May
2009, bearwimess to the extent Maoist depredations
not only increased dramatically but so did police
complicity, to include the release of apprehended
Suspects in torture and murder cases after the police
had received orders from Maoist officials.
—

One”), then the prime minister, openly boasting
to a People’s Liberation Army (PLA) gathering at
Shakti Khor camp of his use of the peace process
to subvert parliamentary democracy and of his
future plans for eliminating all rivals to the Maoist
“people’s republic.”
The outrage was such that the highly frag
mented opposition, supported by India and a
number of other key external players, mustered
a parliamentary majority and became the gov
ernment. The shield behind which this occurred
was the much-maligned but considerably
improved military (NA) that used its period of
confinement to enhance its professionalism,
especially doctrine and promotion procedures.
Further in the background, was India, acting
through its CIA’equivalent, RAW (Research
and Analysis Wing).

—

Only when the Maoists completely overplayed
their hand did they stumble. In May 2009. a
sensationat videotape surfaced of Maoist leader
Mr. Pushpa Kamal Dahal : Prachanda (“Fierce

The result was a Maoist tactical retreat to the
role of”opposition party,” which allowed grealer
opportunities for continued covert violence and
extortion, free from the scrutiny and irksome
oversight that came when they were forced
to operate in the open. Indeed, they promptly
retaliated by using their substantial numbers to
block all normal business and filled the streets
with YCL and rural thugs. bused in to man ic
tions designed to bring normal governance to a
halt. Anyone attempting to cross their lines set
up in demonstrations was met with violence.

Those of the press who energetically pursued
stories on continued Maoist crimes were menaced
and at times murdered. Among the most promi
nent cases was that of Ms. Uma Singh, a corre
spondent for Republica (a nationally distributed
Kathmandu daily which appears in both English
and Nepal). Ms. Singh was murdered by being
hacked to death in March 2009 after her detailed
stories exposed the continued Maoist criminal
and terroristic activity.
Nepali media, after very pointed warnings from
the Maoists, largely retreated to self-censorship,
which has made gathering comprehensive data
difficult. The human rights organizations from
which one might expect such an effort were taint
ed, early in the struggle, by “activism” which at
times amounted to complicity with the insurgents.
Rivals who might have provided a more balanced
picture ‘vere neutralized by terror. Nevertheless.
some acts have been so astonishingly brutal that
they have been impossible to keep under wraps.
The case of Ms. Urna Singh is mentioned in
the preceding paragraph. Shortly thereafter, in
December 2009, Ms Tika Bisla. journalist for
Rajdhani daily. was savagely beaten in Dang
and left for dead after a column she wrote for
a local weekly, Jantidhara, criticized the YCL.
Among the weapons used 10 assault her were ra
zor blades. In contrasi, the fatal assault on Uma
Rhatri was carried out using kukris, the Bowie
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knife-like weapon could point to dramatic progress in “moderate” approach
aiid formally
made legendary by advancing to a position of absolute split in late June
2012 to form their
—
the Gurkhas. Media power. Placing “party unity” above own party committed
to strategic
figures in Nepal re “party discipline,” the “moderates” use of violence
i.e., committed to
main at considerable allowed the “radicals” to continue a position which
argues that overt
risk for reporting to prepare forces for “urban revolt.” versus covert violent
action con
perceived as hostile
stitutes the only viable approach
by the Maoists. Events went from The result was that terrorism con to seizing
all power and pushing
bad to worse. In a dramatic turn. tinued both as a consequence of through revolutionary
reordering
a longstanding political gridlock,
Party policy and as per individual of the state,
in which no party could form a direction of dissident leadership
majority government (in Nepal’s figures (i.e., those who did not Both
factions maneuvered vigor
semi-restored parliamentary sys agree with Party strategy). In effect, ously
to bring party elements and
tem), was broken in February 2011, terrorism was accepted as the price manpower
to their respective sides,
when a secret deal was cut by the of party unity.
with the radicals in particular seek
legal Marxist candidate, Mr. Thala
ing to incorporate alienated com
Nath Klianal, with the Maoists to
batants
of the People’s Liberation
Movin
to
g me Present
give them control of the Interior
Army (PLA) and Young Commu
Ministry in return for their support. This arrangement-of-convenience nist
League (YCL). Though violent
When the deal became known, it came apart in mid-2012. First,
the clashes between the two factions
was repudiated by the then-Prime turmoil surrounding the Constituent increased
throughout the latter half
Minister’s own party, since it is the Assembly (CA), within which
the of2012 and earlypan of2Ol3, both
Interior Ministry that controls inter Maoists controlled the largest
block ‘Mere constrained by their need to
nal law and order, most especially as a consequence of violent vote move carefully
lest they give op
the police. To place the Maoists in manipulation (discussed above), ponents
in the legal political spec
control of this ministry thus would was discharged by the president
on trum, who themselves were quite
have provided the ultimate cloak 27 May 2012 after failing to meet its divided,
grounds to unite.
of legality for their illegal activity. mandate to produce a new constit
u
tion. Dr. Bhattarai announced that Such a posture was particularly dif
Nevertheless, on 28 August 2011, he would continue to lead an
interim licuk for the radical faction of Mr.
a further back-door deal, this time government and that elections
for a Mohan Raidya, because it had to
with political parties from Nepal’s new CAll would be held.
present a public face which did not
lowlands, or tarai, brought the
excite alarm even as it led its mem
Maoists to power and the Maoist Initially, only the first of these came bership
in “appropriate” violent
“number two,” Dr. Babaram Rhat to pass, so Dr. Bhattarai continued action, such
as land seizures and
tarai, to the prime ministership. to rule by mandate, The “radicals” violent
labor actions (especially
The practice of Leninist democratic saw this chain of events as final favored
were the ubiquitous bandas
centralism dictated that Dr. Rhat validation of the bankruptcy the
i.e., general strikes suddenly de
of
tarai answer to the Maoist
clared by an organization and
Politburo, which continued
which, in the Nepali context,
to hold closed door meetings
are always enforced through
to plot its next steps. The
menace and violence). Ulti
implications for the safety of
mately, the “radical” design
non-Maoist political activists
was to provoke repression
could hardly be overstated.
which would facilitate an
Making the situation still
urban uprising.
more fraught with peril,
throughout these events, the
It was in this context, in
Maoists were locked in an es
order to buttress the “mod
calating intra-Party strategic
erates” who, to he clear,
debate with at least one fac
continued to hold power
tion, the so-called “radicals,”
regardless of legal provisions
advocating immediate overt
that a U.S. decision was
use of widespread violence
made in September 2012 to
to the extent necessary to
drop the Maoist TFL desig
overturn the system. The op
nation, in much the manner
posing ‘moderates” in such
that the Provisional Irish
debate (i.e., the Maoist gov
Republican Army (PIRA)
ernment at that time) claimed
was suspended from the FTO
that the Party’s ongoing
list when it appeared that it
course of action covertly
was willing to work towards
using terror to neutralize
an end to conflict, In Nepal,
all opposition while openly
the U.S. (and the West in
participating in politics
general) has a considerably
was the preferred and least
weaker hand to play than in
costly approach. This faction
Northern Ireland.
—
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In any case, dropping the “moder
ate” faction from the TEL designa
tion in no way changed the situation
of individuals still on the wrong
side of the Maoists, because the
most radical and violent elements
of “the Maoists” had moved into
the breakaway “radical” faction
that controlled (and controls) some
one-third of the former political
cadre and, best evidence demon
strates. a much greater percentage
of the martial manpower(i.e., those
who were members of the PLA
and YCL).
On 14 March 2013, continued re
sistance to the status quo from civil
society and non-Maoist political
parties resulted ina”dear whereby
the four largest parties brokered
an arrangement which placed the
country’s Supreme Court Chief Jus
tice, Mr. Kiul Raj Regmi, as interim
prime minister and charged him
with holding 19 November 2013
elections for a new CAll, elections
the radical Maoists immediately
declared openly they would hoycoft
and use violence to thwart.
There followed an astonishing
period which ultimately saw the
entire security forces (to include
the long-sequestered army) de
ployed, in conjunction with tens of
thousands of volunteers, domestic
and foreign, to provide the security
necessary to hold the elections.
This kept casualties and damage
relatively low 3 dead and 26
wounded; 109 vehicles torched!
damaged despite the fact that
54 Bombs/fEDs exploded and
another 430 were defused, with 34
instances of small arms firing.
—

—

As had happened previously, Dahal
was again been caught on tape (in
the final days before votine), this
time urging the members of the
inner circle to use whatever means
were necessary’, legal or illegal, to
ensure victory. When early returns
indicated the scale of the securityenabled debacle in the making,
the “moderates” pulled all elec
tion observers, demanded that the
vote-counting be stopped, said they
would boycott CA H, and claimed
that a national and international plot
had been engineered.
For his part, rival Baidya whose
attempt to implement a nationwide
10-day banda before the voting
—

Now, “the revolution” weakened by popular backlash
and internal shortcomings, notably unbridled corruption
finds that its most hardened bullyboys have deserted to
loin those who claim to he the true torchhearers of radical
societal restructuring, the “radicals.” Yet the radicals,
too, are unsure how to proceed, since the population has
so firmly demonstrated its rejection of terrorism.
—

—

collapsed sought to take credit
for the Dahal faction’s precipitous
defeat and vowed to continue
with the radical strategy of rural
terrorism and engineering “urban
revolt.” Baidya’s radicals, in fact,
had demonstrated, in Thawang
county (VDC) of Rolpa, their still
considerable ability to use terror
ism to thwart democratic process.
For decades, Thawang had been
a Maoist stronghold and had re
mained under radical control. In
the election, not a single local ballot
was cast (of 1,878 registered vot
ers) once the radicals announced
they would attack any individuals
who sought to vote.
—

In the event, the massive security
and international presence enabled
successful ballotirm. The results
were heartening, as the mixed ‘first
past the post” and “proportional”
seats, selected through 78% turn
out, gave the traditional political
party powers, the Nepali Congress
and Communist Party of Nepal
(Unified Marxist-Leninist), 61.7%
of the total 601 seats (196 and 175
seats, respectively). The ‘moder
ate” Maoists were distant third with
but 80 seats (only 26 of which were
obtained in direct “first past the
post” competition).

Lift in the U•Turn Lane
In the year that has followed, it
has become clear that Nepal has
returned to its normal chaotic
state. To be sure, life in a republic
rather than a monarchy has brought
significant change, with unleashed

social forces demanding a political
voice, and a tremendous proportion
of the youthffil work force seeking
sustenance through employment
abroad. Nearly 50% of the 28 mil
lion population is 19 or under in a
country with a GOP of but SI 9.3 bn,
Remittances are now the mainstay
of’ the economy (28.8% of GOP).

regarded all political arrangements
as but a transition to their goal of
a “people’s republic.” Violence.
therefore, remained the method for
political communication.
Now. “the revolution” weakened
by popular backlash and internal
shortcomings, notably unbridled
corruption finds that its most
hardened bullyboys have deserted
to join those who claim to be the
true torchbearers of radical societal
restructuring, the “radicals.” Yet
the radicals, too, are unsure how to
proceed, since the population has so
firmly demonstrated its rejection of
terrorism.
—

—

If one sense, it was business as
usual, the momentary insurgent vic
tory swept away by Nepali reality,
in another a grim legacy remained.
A large portion of the Maoist man
power has over the past several
decades taken its key leaders at
their words, to the extent that the
most radical one-third has no’v split
so as not to be bound by what it sees
as the “betrayal” of revolutionary
ideals by the “moderates.” It ‘las
continued to use violence pursuant
to the radical pronouncements of
its leaders.
“Irony” is again the appropriate
term. Even before the surprising
turnabout just described, the “mod
erate” Maoists. though claiming
to be finally in the process at last
of integrating their “regroupment
camp” military occupants into the
established security forces, had
not actually done so. Neither had
they completely disbanded YCL
(much less various other violent
front organizations, especially
student groups) nor clamped down
on the violent actions of their local
followers. Menace, extortion, and
terror continued. Despite their
signed agreements to participate
in peaceful politics, they openly
and frequently asserted that they

taliation” against those who had
betrayed the cause of people’s war.
The “principal enemy” the target
against which direct action should
be taken was stipulated as Nepali
Congress (NC), the standard-bearer
ofNepati parliamenmsy democracy
and the largest democratic pan.
—

—

Lacking firm guidance, confused
and frustrated, “radical” manpower
continues to act upon fiery sum
mons to the barricades, carrying out
acts of menace and violence in the
large portions of the country where
police presence is minimal and
communications difficult (much of
the country can still not be reached
byroad). These often involve crimi
nal action, especially extortion,
and make life dangerous for those
labelled as enemies of the cause.
Hundreds have thus fled abroad.

Indeed, unable to deliver a new
“people’s war” strategy, the radicals
on 1 December 2014 received a
hard slap from their most violent
one-third, who bolted the rump to
form an “ultra” party. Denounc Nonetheless, Nepal lurches for
ing the radicals as too cautious ward, leaving the Maoists behind.
and as producing no results in The result is a situation that is a far
returning the country to a state cry from the revolutionary world
of war as planned at the time of that seemed in the offing when
the original mid-2012 breakaway the state collapsed in 2006. In the
from the “moderates,” a new Com end, the Maoists have discovered
munist Party of Nepal (Maoist), or they have lost the key element
CPN(M), declared itself expro that briefly gave their instrumental
priating the original acronym of the • terrorism a veneer of rectitude: le
Maoist mainstream.
gitimacy that was able to mobilize
dissatisfaction ‘vith the flawed oldUnder the leadership of ftrebrand • order behind a message of hope.
(Mr.) Netra Bikram Chand, a series
of clandestine meetings was held in
About the Author
the old Maoist stronghold ofRolpa
to prepare the way forward. Chand
• Dr Thomas
observed that the form of violence CounienermrA. Marks is the Journal qf’
ksm & Home
the ultra-radicals would adopt /arid Seeurin’ lot ‘l•
and
would depend upon circumstances, IACSP& Southeast Asia
but he called for a “people’s re Correspondent.
—
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